
INT. CFS MART - DAY

CHAD IVORY and AMANDA CREAM enter. They glance around and 
notice the large multi-colored band that encircles the 
upper half of the store, effectively dividing it into 
sections.

Amanda points to the WHITE band.

AMANDA
Ooh, that looks like us.

Amanda starts to walk toward the White Zone as Chad's 
eyes flit around at some of the other color options. 
Amanda calls to Chad.

AMANDA (CONT’D)
Chad! Don't dilly-dally sweetie.

CHAD
Coming.

As they reach the White Zone a salesman (MARV) approached 
them.

MARV
Well, good afternoon folks. Thanks so 
much for coming in today. I'm Marvin. My 
friends call me Marv. I like to say it's 
short for 'marvelous' (laughing) ooh-hoo! 
But, no seriously it's actually just 
short for Marvin. So how are you two 
doing on this fine day?

AMANDA
Oh, we're just super Marv. I'm Amanda and 
this is Chad. Say hello to the nice man, 
Chad.

CHAD
Hi.

MARV
Well, hey there, Chad. So what are you 
two lovely folks interested in today? 
Oopsie! Before you go and answer that 
I've gotta let you know - we just got in 
a special shipment of Extra-White Bread!

AMANDA
Extra-White? Geez, that sounds pretty 
great.
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MARV
You betcha.

CHAD
What makes it different?

MARV
Say, I'm glad you asked, Chad. You know 
how some, uh, people will put so much 
dang stuff in the bread itself that you 
can't even taste your delicious 
ingredients?

AMANDA
Oh, yeah, Marv. Boy that sure can be 
annoying.

MARV
You got that right, Amanda. Well this new 
Extra-White Bread has been specially 
processed to totally eliminate any 
residual flavor that might get in the way 
of you enjoying your sandwich of choice. 
Say, Chad - what's your favorite kind of 
sandwich?

AMANDA
Chad just goes nuts for my Oscar Mayer 
bologna with Kraft American Cheese Food 
Product - real cheese is a bit too spicy 
for us, Marv. I'll let you in on a little 
secret - On one side of the bread I use 
mayonnaise and on the other...

(looks around to make sure no 
one is listening)

I put some of that Kraft Yellow mustard. 
I know! I almost feel like a Pakistani or 
something.

MARV
Wow. That sounds pretty special. Am I 
right, Chad? What am I saying? I don't 
have to ask you! You're the lucky guy who 
gets to eat like a king! Am I right?

AMANDA
Oh, go on, Marv.

MARV
Hey, I'm not gonna try and get between a 
guy and his sandwich. No way, mister. I 
know better than that. 

(MORE)
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I just want to make sure you're not 
missing out on the full taste flavor that 
your little lady cooked up for you by 
having to deal with some... dirty bread. 
Oops. Sorry. I went and said it. Pardon 
my French. It's just that some of the 
stuff that...

(he slyly references the 
other color zones with his 
eyes)

some other folks might try and sell you -- 
well I don't know if you're supposed to 
eat it or scrub the calluses off your 
elbows with it! Honestly - whole grains, 
and seeds and whatnot?! Sorry fella -- 
I'm a not a horse!! You with me?

AMANDA
Oh,heck yeah, Marv. Yeah, I have gotten a 
little worried whether my Wonder bread is 
maybe a little too

(cups her hand to the side of 
her mouth)

"exotic" if you know what I mean. Yeah, 
we'll take four loaves of that Extra-
White bread. Sold, mister!

MARV
You won't regret it. 

(to Chad)
And neither will you, Mr. Lucky Duck!

(packs up the bread)
Now, what was it you two came in for in 
the first place before I went and 
starting talking "dough" ray, mi? See 
what I did there? "Dough" is what they 
make bread out of and that nice Julie 
Andrews lady used it in a song.

CHAD
Boy, never heard that one before.

AMANDA
Oh, ignore Mr. Grumpy Pants, Marv. I'm 
sure he'd rather be home watching 
football with the boys instead of 
shopping with 'the old ball and chain.' 

MARV
Boys will be boys. Am I right?

MARV (CONT'D)
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AMANDA
You sure are, Marv. Anyhoo - the real 
reason we came in today was -- well, 
Chad's work is gonna be having a 
Christmas party, oops, "Holiday Party" 
(rolls her eyes) soon and we were looking 
to purchase some kind of dance package.

MARV
A dance package, huh?

AMANDA
Yeah. Between the two of us I think we've 
got four left feet if you know what I 
mean, Marv.

MARV
Oh, that's a good one. Cause each of you 
have two left feet, meaning you can't 
dance, so when you do the math then two 
of you times two left feet equals --

CHAD
Four left feet!

Amanda and Marv look at Chad like "oh, poor guy."

MARV
Well, don't you two worry. I've got just 
the perfect package for you. 

AMANDA
Hear that honey? 

MARV
It's called "Polka Time - Anytime!" I 
tell you -- doesn't matter what song they 
play or how fast or slow - with this 
package you'll be the hit of the dance 
floor.

AMANDA
We'll take it!
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